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Abstract: Emerging technologies in video monitoring solutions seriously threaten personal privacy,
as current technologies hold the potential for total surveillance. These concerns apply in particular
to baby monitor solutions incorporating mobile applications due to the potential privacy impact
of combining sensitive video recordings with access to the vast amount of private data on a cell
phone. Therefore, this study extends the state of privacy research by assessing the security and
privacy of popular baby monitor apps. We analyze network security measures that aim to protect
baby monitoring streams, evaluate the corresponding privacy policies, and identify privacy leaks
by performing network traffic analysis. Our results point to several problems that may compromise
user privacy. We conclude that our methods can support the evaluation of the security and privacy of
video surveillance solutions and discuss how to improve the protection of user data.
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1. Introduction

Advances in digitalization have been affecting our lifestyles in recent decades. While
the effects provide various benefits to ease our daily life tasks, their utilization introduces
challenges for users’ privacy. The consumer use of digital products, such as mobile applica-
tions (apps) and the Internet of Things (IoT), inevitably leads to the production and process
of user data. Blanket access to these private data and opaque data flows between endpoints,
servers, and cloud infrastructures eases privacy leaks and opens the door for abusive
data collection. This concern holds especially true for video surveillance systems due to
the privacy implications of recording live videos. The combination of digitalization and
rising technologies in video monitoring solutions poses a serious threat to personal privacy,
as current technology has the potential for total surveillance [1]. Thus, exploring the usage
and protection of private data, especially in closed-source proprietary surveillance systems,
represents a focal point of privacy research.

Adequate surveillance systems must cover both security and privacy, stemming pri-
vacy violations holistically. From a technical perspective, this requires the implementation
of security mechanisms to ensure confidentiality and data protection, complemented by
privacy measures, such as transparent system architecture, privacy-aware data exchange,
and informing their users [1]. Previous work has explored the security and privacy mecha-
nisms of various video surveillance solutions targeting the consumer market [2–4], which
generally consist of ecosystems built around network cameras reachable through the inter-
net. Unfortunately, the results indicate that these systems often suffer from serious flaws
and security vulnerabilities, threatening user privacy for sensitive tasks, such as home secu-
rity [5]. Analyzing and reporting these weaknesses improves the security and privacy levels
of video surveillance solutions built for consumer use, e.g., by encouraging manufacturers
to fix security weaknesses or informing users about their use of insecure systems. However,
previous studies seemingly overlooked a whole category of video monitoring solutions:
baby monitor apps on mobile phones. Often referred to as “baby monitors”, these apps
usually combine two mobile phones to constitute a surveillance solution, where one phone
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serves as a camera that transmits a video stream to the second paired smartphone. The
most popular apps of this kind have been downloaded millions of times. Despite their
large user base and the use of video and audio recording capabilities in conjunction with
access to personal information on a mobile phone, we are unaware of any previous work
investigating the privacy implications of baby monitor app usage. Moreover, as most baby
monitor apps are proprietary, their communication and security mechanisms are opaque,
narrowing the possibilities for privacy evaluation and thus indicating a knowledge gap.
This study aims to examine the current state of the art in regards to the security and privacy
of popular baby monitor apps by answering the following research questions:

RQ1 How is the confidentiality of the video streams of the baby monitor applications
ensured?

RQ2 How compliant are the data practices of the baby monitor applications with the
respective privacy policies?

In doing so, we investigate the privacy exposure of users during the sensitive task of
monitoring babies with mobile phones. More detailed, the contributions of this study are
listed as follows:

• Considering that the confidentiality of private video footage is an integral part of
privacy protection, we evaluated the security measures used to protect the monitoring
streams and identified several security issues that threaten their confidentiality.

• By analyzing network connections and transferred data during baby monitoring
sessions, we compared the apps’ behavior with the declared data practices of their
privacy policies. We examined the statements and transparency of the privacy policies
and assessed the privacy implications of the use of the baby monitor app in the
real world.

• We conducted the first in-depth analysis of network communications and correspond-
ing network security measures implemented by popular baby monitor apps in the
Android ecosystem.

In the remainder of this work, we review related work in Section 2, providing an
overview of the state-of-the-art video surveillance analysis and mobile app privacy research.
We describe our assessment methodology in Section 3 and detail the steps we used for
privacy and security analysis. We present the results of our study in Sections 4 and 5,
followed by a discussion of our findings and a conclusion, including an outline of future
work in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Compared to other user systems, the usage of mobile devices appears to pose more
serious risks in terms of security and data protection [6], resulting in high compliance
requirements. However, despite the strict regulations for mobile devices, many mobile
applications seem not to comply with current demands.

Data practices in mobile applications are often found to be different from declared
policies, omitting or incorrectly handling private information [7], collecting personal data,
e.g., location profiles, without declaration or consent [8], or suffering from other inconsisten-
cies [9]. At the same time, users often do not realize that their data are being collected and
used by mobile applications [10]. In this area of conflict, further investigation is required to
gain insight into how personal data is collected and how these data practices are declared in
the applications’ privacy policies. Therefore, a focal point of privacy research is evaluating
existing mobile applications, especially those that process sensitive user data.

Previous work investigated mobile applications supporting healthcare [11], warning
about the alarming state of security and privacy in this area. Similar results were presented
by a study of mobile apps targeting individuals suffering from depression. The study
reported that most of the apps lacked transparency about the security of personal data and
were found to be insecure and unsafe to use [12].
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It has been shown that it is relatively easy for app developers to hide their data practices
from automated analysis [13]. Therefore, manual analysis of apps that record and process
personal data is essential, as work in areas other than mobile health has also been suggested.
One domain processing sensitive data is childcare, and devices and software designed to
interact with and survey children have been found to pose high security and privacy risks [14].
Another study examines childcare mobile apps, showing that their privacy policies may not
be clear about data practices. Additionally, some of the solutions examined rely on insecure
cloud storage for the collected data [15], threatening the privacy of children’s data.

In this context, we found baby monitoring applications to be a unique category of interest
whose security and privacy implications remain to be researched. Baby monitoring apps
are designed to observe, and thus, apply methods similar to video surveillance solutions,
such as recording and processing pictures, videos, and audio material. Although privacy
consent for such actions is abdicated to children’s guardians, there is the potential to use
the data collected by such apps illegally [16]. In addition to the challenges of mobile app
security and privacy, video surveillance systems have their own difficulties. In the context
of IoT surveillance devices, researchers demonstrated that machine-in-the-middle attacks
might allow reconstruction of visual material recorded by IP cameras by eavesdropping on
network traffic or deploying a multichannel attack [2,17]. Valente et al. have conducted similar
experiments, revealing activities captured by cameras even if the device’s communication is
encrypted [4]. Moreover, with the growing diversity and number of IoT devices and camera
surveillance, attack vectors increase, putting the security and privacy of personal information
at risk [18]. Therefore, this paper extends previous work in the field of security and privacy
analysis of surveillance applications by examining the security and privacy implications of
baby monitor mobile applications, running on off-the-shelf smartphones.

3. Materials and Methods

The focus of this study is to investigate the current state of privacy and security of
baby monitoring applications, i.e., applications that allow parents to monitor their babies
remotely. To achieve this, we searched for apps in the Google Play Store using the phrase
“baby monitor”, and identified those that could stream video from a local Wi-Fi network to
remote parental devices over the Internet. We chose to evaluate freely available apps with
a significant user base, i.e., apps that had been downloaded more than 500,000 times by
mid-February 2023. We identified four apps that meet these requirements and downloaded
their software packages and their respective privacy policies (Table 1). Figure 1 shows the
overview of the welcome screens in these applications.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1. Overview of the analyzed baby monitor apps that can be used to combine two cell phones
into a video surveillance solution: (a) Dormi (b) BabyCam (c) Saby (d) Babyphone Mobile.
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Table 1. Investigated baby monitor apps. All apps were accessed on 30 March 2023.

Abbreviated Name APK id@version Installs Rating

Dormi com.sleekbit.dormi@3.4.3 1 Mio.+ 4.1/5
BabyCam com.arjonasoftware.babycam@2.24 1 Mio.+ 4.5/5
Saby com.saby.babymonitor3g@2.133 1 Mio.+ 3.9/5
Babyphone Mobile com.babyphonemobile@3.00.1 100.000+ 3.9/5

The creators of Babyphone Mobile have split the functionality into two different apps,
one for Wi-Fi-only monitoring and one for baby monitoring using remote parental devices
accessible via the Internet. Combining the installation numbers of both apps, the developers
reached a total of 600,000+ installs, wherefore we chose to consider the app as well. As part
of our study, we focused on investigating the data practices of each monitoring app and
checking compliance with its respective privacy policy. Furthermore, we examined how
these monitoring applications ensure the confidentiality of transmitted video streams by
analyzing the implemented network security measures.

3.1. Privacy Assessment Methodology

Multiple privacy regulations have been enforced over the last decade, including
prominent instances such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [19] and the
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA). Its amendment, the California Privacy Rights
Act (CPRA) [20], went into effect in January 2023, along with the Virginia Consumer Data
Protection Act (VCDPA) [21]. These privacy regulations require processors and collectors
of personal data to inform affected users about these data practices, such as collection, use,
and sharing. The means of informing users about these data practices are privacy policies.
Consequently, the rights of affected individuals must be listed in privacy policies along
with the contact details of a person for privacy-related questions. This provides individuals
with the ability to self-determine information. Fair and transparent handling of personal
data builds trust in companies and, in our case, the worry-free usage of baby monitor apps.

In line with previous studies exploring the privacy of mobile applications containing
sensitive data, such as COVID-19 contact tracing apps [22], mHealth apps [11], or child-
care apps [15], we utilized several measures to evaluate the privacy implications of baby
monitoring apps. Adapting from the different methodologies of previous work, we carried
out the following steps to assess the privacy impact of each baby monitor app:

1. We reviewed the data practices declared in the app’s privacy policy and categorized
the collected and shared personal data and the security level of confidential data
transmission. To perform these assessments, we used the established taxonomy used
for the annotation of the OPP-115 privacy policy corpus by Wilson et al. [23], as well as
its refined and updated taxonomy as used for the annotation of the bilingual English
and German MAPP privacy policy corpus by Arora et al. [24]. The updated taxonomy
captures the introduced EU GDPR regulations and California’s CCPA/CPRA for
first-party and third-party data collection. Furthermore, we did not consider the
defined “Do Not Track” category in [23], as it is no longer supported by the major
browsers and is considered a retired specification by the former Tracking Protection
Working Group [25]. Table 2 illustrates the categories and attributes of the resulting
taxonomy, accompanied by their descriptions.

2. We evaluated the dangerous permissions that each app stated in the Android manifest
and identified valid permissions necessary to build a video surveillance solution.
Extending previously used methodology [11], we investigated possible misuse of
permissions by combining dynamic and static code analysis.

3. We performed a dynamic analysis of the app’s communication behavior by capturing
and decrypting all network connections using a transparent proxy. In this way, we
got insight into the communication destinations, the transport security mechanisms
implemented, and the actual data transmitted during a baby monitoring session.
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4. Finally, we checked the results of the dynamic analysis for exposure of personal
information and compliance with the respective privacy policy.

3.2. Reviewing the Confidentiality of Monitoring Video Streams

Considering that the confidentiality of video stream monitoring is an integral part of
privacy protection, we found that evaluating the use of appropriate security measures is
of particular interest. By evaluating the utilized network security measures, we examined
how each application protects the confidentiality of the transmitted baby monitoring
video streams.

3.2.1. Threat Model

Based on user feedback on the Google Play Store, baby monitor apps are used in
potentially insecure networks, such as wireless networks in hotels during vacations. As
such, we assume a threat model where a potential attacker can eavesdrop and intercept
network traffic between the two cell phones in use, which is similar to the attack scenarios
described in related work [11,23]. These attacks are also known as MitM (machine-in-
the-middle) [26] attacks. In the case of baby monitoring apps, MitM-attacks become
easily possible if the phone monitoring the child uses a Wi-Fi network and the parental
device communicates over the Internet via cellular or other Wi-Fi networks. In such a
scenario, the confidentiality of protected data is usually ensured by encryption as a network
security measure.

3.2.2. Methodology

Even in the case of properly set-up transport encryption of video streams, MitM attacks
may compromise the monitoring streams’ confidentiality by allowing eavesdropping or
recording of the transmitted video footage. Therefore, next to evaluating the implemented
encryption mechanisms intended to protect transmitted video streams, we checked each
application for security issues in the applied network protocols and software implementations:

1. Using the results of a traffic capture performed during a baby monitoring session
(see Section 3.1), we evaluated the collected data regarding utilized network security
measures and potential clear text transmissions.

2. By statically analyzing the app using the Mobile Security Framework (MobSF) [27],
we evaluated the overall security state of each app. We obtained an overview of
potential security issues and verified these issues by performing a code review using
JADX [28].

3. We performed an additional security analysis for each application to identify security
issues that were not detected by automatic static analysis. The analysis consisted of a
manual review of the source code using JADX [28], where we focused on identifying
potential issues that compromise the confidentiality of transmitted video streams.

3.3. Analysis Environment

Baby monitoring apps constitute a video surveillance solution by combining the
capabilities of two different smartphones. This surveillance solution uses one monitoring
device, which transmits live video streams to the second device, the parental control device.
Therefore, a fundamental requirement for investigating baby monitoring apps is running
instances of the same monitoring app on two smartphones. Our experiments were carried
out using two physical mobile devices running the Android 12 operating system. We chose
physical devices to create a realistic analysis environment, which means, among other
things, establishing connections to Wi-Fi and cellular networks. The parent device was
connected to a separate Wi-Fi network only accessible through the Internet to emulate a
remote parent device. We pre-installed each investigated app on both devices.
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Table 2. Applied taxonomy to identify data practices in the privacy policies adapted from Wilson et al. [23] and Arora et al. [24].

Categories Category Description Attributes Attribute Description

First-Party Collection/Use Privacy practices describing data
collection or data use by the
company/organization owning the
website or mobile app.

Information Type What category of information is collected or tracked by the
company/organization?

Purpose What is the purpose of collecting or using user information?
Collection Process How does the first party collect, track, or obtain user information?
Does/Does Not (opt) Use to denote if the policy explicitly states that something is NOT done.

Collection Mode (opt)
Use to denote if the data collection performed by the first party is implicit (e.g.,
the company/organization collects the information without the user’s explicit
awareness) or explicit (e.g., the user provides the information)

Anonymization (opt) Use if it is explicitly stated whether the information or data practice is linked to
the user’s identity or if it is anonymous.

User Type (opt) Use if a practice applies specifically to users with an account or users without
an account.

Choice Type (opt) Use if user choices are explicitly offered for this practice.

Choice Scope (opt) Use to indicate the scope of user choices. In some cases, even if user choices are
not clear or specific, this attribute can be selected.

Legal Basis for Processing
The GDPR prohibits the collection and processing of personal data without a
proper legal basis. Therefore, every category of personal data requires the legal
basis to be clear and specific.

Third-Party Collection/Use Privacy practices describing data sharing
with third parties or data collection by
third parties. A third party is a
company/organization other than the
first-party company/organization that
owns the website or mobile app.

Information Type What category of information is shared with, collected by, or otherwise obtained
by the third party?

Purpose What is the purpose of a third party receiving or collecting user information?
Entity The third parties involved in the data practice.
Collection Process How does the third party receive, collect, track, or see user information?
Does/Does Not (opt) Use to denote if the policy explicitly states that something is NOT done.

Anonymization (opt) Use if it is explicitly stated whether the information or data practice is linked to
the user’s identity or if it is anonymous.

User Type (opt) Use if this practice applies specifically to users with an account or users without
an account.

User Choice (opt) Use if user choices are explicitly offered for this practice.

Choice Scope (opt) Use to indicate the scope of user choices. In some cases, even if user choices are
not clear or specific, this attribute can be selected.

User Access, Edit and Deletion Privacy practice that allows users to
access, edit or delete the data that the
company/ organization has about them.

Access Type Options offered for users to access, edit, delete information that the
company/organization has about them.

Access Scope If access is offered, what data does it apply to.
User Type Use if this practice applies specifically to users with or without an account.

Data Retention Privacy practice specifying the retention
period for collected user information.

Retention Period Description of the retention period, i.e., how long data are stored.
Retention Purpose The purpose to which the retention practice applies (may be “unspecified”).

Personal Information Type The information type for which the retention period is specified (may be
“unspecified”).
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Table 2. Cont.

Categories Category Description Attributes Attribute Description

Data Security

Practice that describes how users’ information is
secured and protected, e.g., from confidentiality,
integrity, or availability breaches. Common
practices include the encryption of stored data
and online communications.

Security Measure Policy statements that describe the type of security that the website/app
implements to protect users’ information.

Policy Change The company/organization’s practices
concerning if and how users will be
informed of changes to its privacy policy,
including any choices offered to users.

Change Type For what type of changes to the website/app’s policy are users notified?
Notification Type How is the user notified when the privacy policy changes?
User Choice What choices/options are offered to the user when the policy changes?

International and Specific
Audiences

Specific audiences mentioned in the
company/organization’s privacy policy, such as
children or international users, for which the
company/organization may provide
special provisions.

Audience Type Which audience does the policy segment refer to?

Other Another aspect not covered in the other
categories is discussed in the text segment. Privacy Contact Information The paragraph describes how to contact the company with questions, concerns,

or complaints about the privacy policy.
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We connected the baby monitoring device to a configured Wi-Fi access point for
network and security analysis (Figure 2), which functioned as a router that forwards
packets to the Internet. On top, a transparent proxy was run [29]. Using this transparent
proxy, we intercepted all TCP and HTTP(S) connections and were further able to decrypt
TLS-based transport encryption by performing MitM attacks. This method allowed us to
inspect and capture transmitted data, providing us with the same capabilities an attacker
has in our proposed threat model (see Section 3.2). Since MitM attacks on properly secured
TLS connections result in connection errors due to failed certificate checks, we disabled
certificate checks for the privacy analysis part. We did so by dynamically patching the
instances of the monitoring application running using Objection [30], setting the certificate
check results to always return “true”.

iptables

mitmproxy
Router

O- Access Point

Baby Monitor

ð

Parent Device

ð

Internet

Figure 2. Methodology—analysis environment.

We captured and analyzed the network traffic from a monitoring session for each
initially chosen baby monitoring app. A monitoring session consisted of the subsequent
execution of the child and parent apps, pairing the mobile phones, performing a video
transmission with default settings, and closings on both devices.

4. Evaluation of the Privacy Policies

In Section 3.1, we described the assessment method of the apps’ privacy policies based
on established taxonomies that comply with GDPR and CCPA/CPRA. In this section,
we first describe the findings of analyzing the privacy policies collected. The analysis is
followed by a description of the privacy-risking permissions requested by each application
and our observations on the monitored network traffic. Our assessment reveals a mixed
picture in terms of the quality and completeness of the privacy policies. Table 3 depicts
all the observed data practices based on the taxonomies described above in the privacy
policies. In the following, we elaborate on these observations.

4.1. First-Party Collection/Use

Article 13 of the GDPR requires affected users (data subjects) to be informed about the
direct collection and processing of their personal data [31]. All inspected apps state in their
privacy policies that they collect personal data implicitly. These implicitly collected personal
data include common data types, such as IP address, device ID and device information,
cookies, and tracking elements. The Dormi and Babyphone Mobile apps essentially require
these data to provide services, while the other apps use collected information to provide
optional services or for analytical purposes. In particular, the BabyCam app generically
states at the beginning of the privacy policy that it neither collects personal information
nor uses cookies. However, it controversially alludes in a later section to the use of first-
party cookies for advertising purposes. In terms of user choice, the Dorm and BabyCam
apps explicitly state not to use the app in case of objection to the collection and use of the
specified personal data. While Article 6 of the GDPR requires providing a valid legal basis
for data processing and collection, none of the inspected apps’ privacy policies explicitly
state such a legal basis.
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Table 3. Identified data practices in the privacy policies, as illustrated in Table 2. Empty cells denote that the data practice could not be identified in the respective
privacy policy.

Category Attributes Dormi BabyCam Saby Babyphone Mobile

First-Party Collection/Use Information Type IP address and device IDs Cookies and tracking elements IP address and device IDs IP address and device IDs
Computer information

Purpose Essential service or feature Advertising or marketing Optional service or feature Essential service or feature
Collection Process Collected on a first-party app Collected on first-party website/app Collected on a first-party app
Does/Does Not Does not share PI with any third party Does not collect (personal) information Does not collect PI of children Does not analyze personal data

Does not use cookies
Collection Mode (opt) Implicit Implicit Implicit Implicit
Anonymization (opt) Identifiable
User Type (opt) Unspecified
Choice Type (opt) Do not use service Do not use service
Choice Scope (opt) Collection and Use Collection and Use
Legal Basis for Processing

Third-Party Collection/Use Information Type Cookies and tracking elements IP address and device ID Unspecified
Computer information
User online activities
Cookies
Unspecified

Purpose Advertisement or Marketing Analytics or research Unspecified
Essential service or feature

Entity Google AdSense Google Play Services App Store
AdMob
Firebase Analytics
Facebook
Fabric
Crashlytics

Collection Process Tracked on first-party website/app by third party Tracked on first-party website/app by
third party Unspecified

Does/Does Not (opt) Does not sell, trade, or transfer PI
Anonymization (opt)
User Type (opt) Unspecified
Choice Type (opt) Opt-out link Opt-in

Do not use service
Choice Scope (opt) Use Collect and Use

User Access, Edit,
and Deletion Access Type Unspecified Unspecified

Access Scope Unspecified Unspecified
User Type (opt)

Data Retention Retention Period Limited Unspecified Limited
Indefinitely

Retention Purpose Perform service Perform Service

Personal Information Type IP address and device IDs IP address and device IDs
User online activities
Other

Data Security Security Measure Secure data transfer Generic Secure data transfer

Policy Change Change Type Unspecified Unspecified Unspecified Other
Privacy relevant change

Notification Type General notice in privacy policy General notice in privacy policy General notice in privacy policy General notice in privacy policy
Personal notice

User Choice Opt-in Unspecified None None

Intl. and Specific Audiences Audience Type Europeans Children

Other Privacy contact information Yes Yes Yes Yes
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4.2. Third-Party Collection/Use

Article 14 of the GDPR requires affected users to be informed about the collection
of personal user data through third-party sources i.e., without the user’s knowledge [32].
Based on the information provided in the privacy policies, third parties collect personal data
in all applications, except the Dormi app. These personal data include cookies and tracking
elements, but also more extensive personal information, such as IP address and device
ID, further device information, and user online activities. The purpose of the collection
ranges between advertisement or marketing, analytics and research, and essential features.
The applications with third-party collection list the entities that collect data on their app.
The Saby app does not provide any option to object to third-party data collection, while
BabyCam and Babyphone Mobile provide choice types such as an opt-in and an opt-out
link, or not using part of the service.

4.3. User Access, Edit, and Deletion

The GDPR grants users the right to access and seek a copy of their collected personal
data on request (Article 15) [33], the right to rectification in order to correct and complete
their personal data (Article 16), and the right to erasure also known as “the right to be
forgotten” (Article 17) [34]. While users have the right to be informed about these control
rights (Articles 13 and 14), two of the inspected apps did not provide such information.
The Dormi app merely offers users the opportunity to contact them in case of queries
or complaints about the collected data. Babyphone Mobile informs users of their rights
regarding their stored personal data, i.e., the rights of access, rectification, and deletion in
its general website privacy policy. This app offers users the ability to contact the developers
of the app by email to exercise these rights.

4.4. Data Retention

Article 5(1)(e) of the GDPR requires that personal data are stored for no longer than
necessary. Additionally, recital 39 invites data controllers to limit the storage time of
personal data [31]. In their privacy policies, three of the inspected apps (Dormi, Saby,
and Babyphone Mobile) state that they store personal data, mainly to perform services.
The Babyphone Mobile app stores users’ IP addresses while permanently storing unique
identifiers. This app also describes the need to temporarily store encrypted audiovisual
data in a data cluster to transfer them between two devices. BabyCam explicitly states
not to store any personal data on their servers, while none of the remaining apps describe
whether audiovisual data is stored temporarily for audiovisual transmission.

4.5. Data Security

Article 32 of the GDPR requires data controllers and processors to take appropriate
data protection measures to ensure the security of collecting and processing personal data
based on existing risks [35]. Dormi and Babyphone Mobile state to take concrete security
measures by encrypting transmitted audiovisual data. More concretely, the Babyphone
mobile app offers end-to-end encryption as an additional option by asking the user to
set a password as the encryption key. The Dormi app offers end-to-end encryption by
default. The Saby app generically states to take security measures and apply commercial
security products to protect collected personal data. The BabyCam app does not provide
any explicit statements about security measures.

4.6. Policy Change

The Guidelines for Transparency under Regulation 2016/679 published by the Article
29 Working Party explicitly require data processors and controllers to inform data subjects
about changes in the privacy statement so that most affected users become aware of the
changes [36]. All inspected privacy policies contain a statement on informing users in the
event of changes in their privacy policies. The Dormi app aims to inform users of significant
changes and seek consent if required by law. The other apps intend to inform users by
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updating their respective privacy policies and asking users to review them from time to
time. Not all analyzed privacy policies include the date of their update. However, those
that had included a date were last updated around the GDPR enforcement date in 2018.

4.7. International and Specific Audiences

We inspected the privacy policies for declared special provisions aimed at international
or specific audiences, e.g., children. The privacy policy of the Dormi app contains a short
segment addressing European residents, due to the application of the GDPR, about the
collection of unique identifiers only after acquiring consent. A section of the privacy policy
of the Saby app states that it does not offer services to children. We could not find any
privacy declaration aimed at Californian residents, i.e., a CCPA/CPRA notice.

4.8. Contact Details for Privacy-Related Questions

Article 13(1)(a) of the GDPR requires the identity and contact data of data controllers,
i.e., collectors of personal data, to be available to affected users [31]. All privacy policies in-
clude the possibility to ask an individual about privacy-related questions. Only Babyphone
Mobile includes full contact details, such as providing a telephone number and address.
The other apps were content with providing an email address. BabyCam provides a Gmail
address, while the other observed email addresses are company or app domains.

5. Mobile App Analysis

Baby monitoring apps form a video surveillance solution using commercially available
mobile devices and mobile applications. In this monitoring solution, one device is used
to transmit live video streams to the second device, the parental control device. However,
the proprietary nature of common baby monitoring apps makes it difficult to analyze
their security and privacy status. By dynamically analyzing the behavior of the apps in
combination with code inspection, we aim to lower the opacity that hinders analysis. In
the following, we elaborate on the knowledge gained during our analysis, offering insight
into the inner workings of baby monitor apps. This allows us to assess baby monitor app
usage’s security and privacy implications. We analyze the permissions each app uses, how
device authorization is performed, and how each app uses network communication to
transfer monitor video footage over the Internet. Based on these insights, we review the
network security measures deployed to protect this video footage and identify several
privacy leaks and security issues that threaten user privacy.

5.1. App Permissions

The permission system in the Android operating system regulates an application’s
access to the phone hardware, settings, and user data [37]. Based on the criticality of
the access granted, the Android permissions are divided into different categories, with
dangerous permissions allowing access to sensitive data, settings or potentially risky
features. Since the release of Android 6.0, Android requires app users to explicitly grant
dangerous permissions to an app at runtime [38]. Accordingly, those permissions are called
runtime permissions. The user must confirm access for privacy protection reasons, but the
time at which runtime permissions are requested depends on the app being used. This
complicates the evaluation of permissions because the app could only request permissions
when the user triggers the corresponding functionality. However, runtime permissions
should be declared in the app’s manifest file, a configuration file that is meant to contain
all the permissions that an app might request. Therefore, we evaluated the dangerous
permissions listed in each app’s Android manifest to check whether the app requests more
than the required permissions.

As the evaluation of manifest permissions in Table 4 illustrates, there are ultimately
two dangerous permissions required to provide baby monitoring functionality: (a) the
CAMERA permission, which allows recording video and taking pictures using the built-in
camera, and (b) the RECORD_AUDIO permission, which controls the usage of the device
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microphone. These permissions are clearly necessary for an app to perform the baby
monitoring task and are requested by every app at runtime. However, Table 4 indicates
that both the BabyCam and Saby apps may request to write the external storage. Moreover,
the Dormi app may want to read the phone state or to write phone settings, and the Saby
app may ask to read to external storage. The purpose is unclear in each of these cases, as
these permissions are not tied to functionalities in addition to the baby monitoring task.
This may indicate excessive use of permissions, which could open the door for potential
privacy violations.

Table 4. Dangerous permissions listed in the Android Manifest of baby monitor apps.

Permission Dormi BabyCam Saby Babyphone Mobile

ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION
ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION
CAMERA
RECORD_AUDIO
READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE
READ_PHONE_STATE
WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE
WRITE_SETTINGS
NEARBY_WIFI_DEVICES
POST_NOTIFICATIONS

: Permission listed. : Permission not listed.

Therefore, we further investigated additional permissions to identify potential mis-
use. To investigate suspicious permissions not requested during regular app usage, we
associated run-time permission requests with their corresponding functionality (Table 5).
If an application did not make a run-time request, the corresponding permission was not
required for the functions used. Since this could indicate suspicious usage elsewhere in
the execution path and could also be associated with proper functionality that we did not
trigger during execution, we examined the decompiled code to rule out misuse.

Table 5. Linkage of suspicious, dangerous permissions, and app functionality.

App Permission Requests Purpose Required
Runtime Code (Android 12)

Dormi READ_PHONE_STATE -
Dormi WRITE_SETTINGS -
BabyCam ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION Wi-Fi Direct
BabyCam ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION Wi-Fi Direct
BabyCam WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE Image Capture
BabyCam NEARBY_WIFI_DEVICES Wi-Fi Direct
BabyCam POST_NOTIFICATIONS Push Notifications
Saby WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE Image Capture
Saby READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE Image Crop, Bug Report
Saby POST_NOTIFICATIONS Push Notifications

: Permission request performed during runtime/Code contains permission request capabilities. : Does
not exist.

Due to ongoing changes in the Android permission model [39,40], not all permissions
specified in an app’s manifest are required when running an app on a specific Android
version. Therefore, we document whether permission is required to implement a feature in
Android 12, the OS version we used during our analysis. As our evaluation shows (Table 5),
there is no evidence of misuse of any of the potentially suspicious permissions. The Dormi
app does not contain any code at all to query the additionally listed runtime permissions.
Although the other apps contain code for requesting additional dangerous permissions,
we could associate them with legitimate app functions during code analysis. However,
our results were obtained with the caveat that evaluating all possible code paths was not
feasible. Therefore, hidden or obfuscated usage may have been missed.

5.2. Device Pairing

Protecting surveillance sessions from unauthorized access should be a key concern for
video surveillance solutions. Therefore, the Dormi, Saby, and Babyphone Mobile apps use a
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pairing workflow to authorize a parent device before accessing a surveillance session. This
workflow consists of two to three steps, depending on the application’s implementation
(Table 6). In the first step, the monitoring device creates a pairing code. In the second
step, this code must be entered on the parent device, which then connects back to the child
device using the pairing code. By entering the correct pairing code, a monitoring session
is established.

Table 6. Pairing mechanisms utilized by the inspected apps when transferring video footage over
the Internet.

App Pairing Type of Pairing Confirmation Required

Dormi 5-digit code, valid for 120 s.
BabyCam -
Saby QR-Code, Link, 4-digit code.
Babyphone Mobile 5-digit code, valid for 30 min.

: Exists. : Does not exist.

Although the Babyphone Mobile app does not require additional confirmation of
connection requests on the monitoring device, both the Saby and Dormi apps do. Separate
confirmation of incoming connections is advantageous, as potential brute-force attacks
on the pairing code and the corresponding monitor sessions are effectively mitigated. We
propose further investigating how brute-force attacks on pairing codes can lead to session
theft and suggest investigating potential attacks in future work. The Babycam app does not
use a pairing workflow and grants access to anyone who knows the connection parameters.

5.3. Network Communication

To conduct a privacy assessment and examine the ways in which the selected baby
monitoring apps secure their video transmissions, we needed to understand the underlying
communication mechanisms. The baby monitor, the device responsible for recording and
transmitting video footage, must be placed near the child. Therefore, we assume that the
mobile phone used for monitoring purposes is connected to a local Wi-Fi network, e.g.,
at home or at the hotel. In contradiction, a parental device is expected to be moved around
using an Internet connection provided by cellular networks or another Wi-Fi access point.
In such a scenario, a direct connection between mobile devices is not feasible. Consequently,
before transmitting the monitoring footage, a connection between the baby monitor and
the parent device must be established over the Internet. However, since the selected baby
monitoring apps are proprietary, their communication mechanisms are opaque, hindering
privacy and security evaluation. Therefore, a part of this study explored how app instances
communicate with their respective peers. During our analysis, we discovered that in
our analysis environment, the baby monitoring apps make use of mainly two different
communication mechanisms to transfer video streams. In the following, we describe these
two communication mechanisms.

The first communication variant is used by the apps Dormi, Saby, and Babyphone
Mobile. Although implemented using different technologies and protocols, the overall
communication scheme stays the same. Figure 3 shows this communication scheme.

Firewall

Router

O- Access Point

Baby Monitor

ð
Relay

�
Parent Device

ð

Figure 3. Network communication of the Dormi, Saby, and Babyphone mobile apps.

For each of these applications, the monitoring device and the parent device connect
to a relay instance that is reachable via a public IP address. The relay uses the established
connections to forward data between mobile devices, allowing data exchange between
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the monitor and the parent instance. As all data are routed through the relays, the relay
operators can access the transmitted video data. However, this privacy threat is mainly
mitigated by encryption (see Section 5.5). While the Babyphone Mobile app relies on
proprietary binary protocols transported over its servers, the Dormi app exchanges data
using servers owned by Google LLC, utilizing a custom protocol to establish a data channel
and using the Secure-RTP protocol for video transmission (Table 7). The Saby app uses
WebRTC [41] in conjunction with TURN relays [42] operated by Xirsys.

In contrast, the BabyCam app establishes connections between mobile phones dif-
ferently, favoring a direct connection between the monitoring device and the parental
endpoint. The app sets up a server on the child device, which provides the monitoring
video streams via HTTP. As the monitoring device is part of the local Wi-Fi network, it is
typically secured by a firewall and hidden by NAT techniques. This means that the commu-
nication scheme has to overcome complexities such as network address translation (NAT)
and security mechanisms in local networks, e.g., the firewall has to allow the corresponding
connections and provide port forwarding to the monitoring device. Figure 4 demonstrates
this communication mechanism.

Firewall

Router

O- Access Point

Baby Monitor

ð

Parent Device

ð
Port Forwarding

(UPnP)
HTTP

Figure 4. Network communication of the BabyCam app.

During the operation, the BabyCam app checks if it is externally reachable via TCP on
port 6060 or port 50002. If it is not reachable, the default settings configure the BabyCam
app to send a UPnP query to the firewall, requesting that connections be allowed on
these ports, and establishing port forwarding to the own device. We documented the
network infrastructure utilized by each application (Table 7); however, the data may be
considered volatile.

Table 7. Network infrastructure used for exchanging video footage over the internet.

App Video Exchange Domain/IP Server Owner

Dormi Relay 34.68.30.36 Google LLC
BabyCam Client/Server Local Router User (App)
Saby Relay 47.242.47.214 Xirsys

Babyphone Mobile Relay bpsvr01.papenmeier.com
(194.55.15.124) Papenmeier Software UG

5.4. Privacy Leaks

By intercepting and decrypting all network connections during a baby monitoring
session using a transparent proxy, we got insights into the communication destinations and
the actual transmitted data of each monitoring app. In the following, we analyze the data
collected for privacy leaks, i.e., the transmission of personal data without providing a legal
basis in the privacy policy [7]. For this purpose, we performed a two-step network analysis.
First, we evaluated all network connections by collecting communication destinations
and the type of personal information transmitted. Second, we matched the identified
destinations to companies by using DNS lookups of the domain names so that we were
able to compare the collected data with the statements in the respective privacy policy.
Since we did not attempt to reverse-engineer encoding or obfuscation attempts of data
transmission, which we were unable to interpret, we did not consider those data in our
evaluation. However, we identified multiple privacy leaks, which aligns with the results of
previous research exploring mobile applications for mHealth or childcare [11,15].

As indicated in Figure 5, there are immense differences in the number of domains
and companies contacted and data exchanged between the apps. The Dormi app transfers
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personal data using Google server infrastructure, but does not mention this in the privacy
policy, which we consider a privacy fault. More severely, the BabyCam app states that
it collects cookies and tracking elements for use with Google AdSense, but exchanges
more than the declared data with numerous advertising companies (see Table 8). Similarly,
the Saby app does not mention data exchange with the AppsFlyer Inc. company. The only
app without identified privacy leaks is the Babyphone Mobile app.

Figure 5. Captured network connections.
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Table 8. Exchange of personal information and privacy leaks.
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5.5. Deployed Network Security Measures

As detailed in Section 5.3, we studied a scenario in which baby monitoring apps
exchange video footage over untrusted networks, which makes ensuring the confiden-
tiality of the transmitted data significantly relevant. In untrusted networks, ensuring the
confidentiality of sensitive data is usually achieved by using transport encryption. Given
the sensitive nature of baby monitoring video, video streams should be protected by the
approach promising the highest level of confidentiality, which we consider to be end-to-end
encryption. End-to-end encryption allows only the intended parties to decrypt the transmit-
ted data, effectively protecting confidentiality against any potential eavesdroppers on the
communication path. We aimed to investigate in which way the chosen baby monitoring
apps fulfill the demands on video footage protection. To identify the network security
measures set up to protect the monitoring video streams, we performed a baby monitoring
session using each of the investigated applications and evaluated the created network
traffic, supported by insights from manual security analysis. Surprisingly, the BabyCam
app does not use any encryption at all, leaving the transferred video footage unprotected
against potential eavesdroppers. The Dormi and Saby applications rely on encrypted SRTP
data streams to securely transfer video streams, for which an encryption key must be
exchanged between the communication parties. While the Saby app utilizes the DTLS
protocol mechanisms for key exchange, the Dormi app relies on a proprietary key exchange
protocol, which is also based on asymmetric cryptography and public keys. For both key
exchange protocols, the identity of the remote peer must be verified to protect it from
MitM attacks. The Dormi app uses additional anti-tamper codes that are exchanged during
pairing, which the app user verifies in case of a valid connection request (Figure 6), so the
remote device can get correctly authenticated.

The Saby app exchanges a hash of the remote peer’s certificate over a secured com-
munication path to a signaling server, in this way effectively verifying the identity of
the remote peer. Using TLS-secured connections to its relay, the Babyphone Mobile app
protects video footage against potential eavesdroppers on the communication path, but not
the relay server operators. To hide video footage from server operators, Babyphone Mo-
bile offers optional password-based end-to-end encryption of video data, which requires
the user to enter the same password in both app instances. However, the use of encryp-
tion is not mandatory. Table 9 summarizes the described network security measures of
the applications.
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Figure 6. Dormi app: identify verification using an anti-tamper code exchanged during pairing.

Table 9. Identified network security measures in the inspected apps.

App Data Encryption Key Exchange Peer Authentication

Dormi End-to-End (SRTP) Proprietary Anti-tamper code
BabyCam - - Password (optional)
Saby End-to-End (SRTP) DTLS Certificate hash
Babyphone Mobile TLS TLS TLS Certificate

End-to-End (optional) User (Password) -

5.6. Assessing the Confidentiality of Video Streams

As mentioned earlier, the audiovisual footage recorded and transmitted by baby
monitoring applications is sensitive. As a consequence, ensuring the confidentiality of
audiovisual data should be a key concern for baby monitoring applications. However,
only two baby monitoring apps state in their privacy policy that they secure their data
transmissions without specifying how the data are ultimately secured. For the other apps,
the use of security measures remains uncertain. Therefore, we investigated how baby
monitoring apps aimed to transmit video footage securely and evaluated these mechanisms
for security weaknesses (Section 3). As a result, we identified several security issues that
may affect the confidentiality of the video streams, in some cases severely threatening the
user’s privacy.

5.6.1. Static Code Analysis

Performing automated static code analysis supports security evaluation by providing
an overview of possible security issues, guiding further analysis, and identifying evident
flaws. We performed the static analysis using MobSF [27] and investigated the issues found
by performing a manual code review. The results produced by MobSF indicate a broad
surface of possible issues, which are listed in Table 10. However, only a few of them could
impact the confidentiality of video streams. The most relevant security issue threatening
video confidentiality is the Insecure Implementation of SSL issue in the Saby app. However,
we could not confirm this security issue during manual code analysis, so we assume a
false-positive report. The same holds true for insecure random number generator issues as
well as hard-coded passwords.

In contradiction, findings indicating the use of further vulnerable cryptographic
primitives, e.g., the usage of MD5 or SHA1 hash functions or PKCS5 padding, are true-
positive security issues. As they do not have a negative impact on video confidentiality,
we leave the investigation of their impact open for future work. Our code review shows
similar findings for the execution of raw SQL queries and the enabling of code execution
in WebView implementations, which are not in the scope of this study. We document our
results in Table 10, which shows that none of the issues identified during the static analysis
threatens the confidentiality of the monitor streams.
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Table 10. Security issues identified in baby monitor apps using MobSF.

Security Issue Dormi BabyCam Saby Babyphone Mobile

Files may contain hard-coded sensitive information,
such as usernames, passwords, keys, etc.
The app uses SQLite Database and executes raw SQL
queries.
The app uses an insecure random number generator.
SHA-1 is a weak hash known to have hash collisions.
MD5 is a weak hash known to have hash collisions.
Insecure implementation of SSL. Trusting all the
certificates or accepting self-signed certificates is a
critical Security Hole.
The app can read/write to external storage. Any app
can read data written to external storage.
The app uses the encryption mode CBC with
PKCS5/PKCS7 padding. This configuration is
vulnerable to padding oracle attacks.
Insecure WebView implementation. Execution of
user-controlled code in WebView is a critical security
hole.
Remote WebView debugging is enabled.
IP address disclosure.
: Security issue without impact on video confidentiality. : False Positive.

5.6.2. Security Issues Threatening the Confidentiality of Video Streams

Since implementation flaws of network security measures can severely impact the con-
fidentiality of video streams, we conducted a manual security analysis of each baby monitor
app, consisting of a code review to identify security issues (Section 3). We uncovered several
issues and classified them according to the types of CWE weakness [43]. Where appropri-
ate, we also incorporated our analysis results from previous Sections 5.3, 5.5 and 5.6.1. As
Table 11 illustrates, we identified multiple security issues that threaten the confidentiality
of video transmissions.

Security Issue #1—Cleartext Transmission of Sensitive Information (CWE-319): As
the BabyCam app uses unencrypted HTTP messages to transfer video monitoring streams,
sensitive information is transmitted in clear text. It is evident that an eavesdropping
attacker can capture the video footage. Moreover, by simply connecting to the app’s web
server, it is possible to gain access to live video footage directly.

In order to exchange control messages with the relay server, the Dormi app relies
on unencrypted messages using the TCP protocol. Therefore, an attacker can eavesdrop
on exchanged control-channel messages, including sensitive information, such as mobile
device names and unique identifiers.

Security Issue #2—Insufficiently Protected Credentials (CWE-522): The BabyCam
app allows configuring password-protected access to the video web server, whereas the
password is transferred as a base64-encoded HTTP header value. However, as the utilized
HTTP connections transport payloads in clear text, the encoded password is accessible to
existing eavesdroppers in the communication channel. This also holds true for an attacker
in our threat model, and as the password is base64-encoded, it can be decoded to clear text.
Therefore, in our setting, the password feature provides no security benefits at all.

Security Issue #3—Channel Accessible by Non-Endpoint (CWE-300): Security issues
of this type occur when the identity of parties at both ends of a communication channel
is not correctly verified. This opens up for interception and alteration of exchanged
communication, which may result in an attacker masquerading as the original entity,
successfully breaking otherwise secure communication channels (MitM attacks).

Although the BabyCam app offers rudimentary password authentication, we pre-
viously showed the password is transmitted in clear text, effectively compromising the
authentication mechanism and identity verification in a MitM attack. Figure 7 demonstrates
this observation.

Similarly, the Dormi app uses an unencrypted control channel to the relay, which is
also used for key exchange using a proprietary public key protocol. While the protocol
relies on an anti-tamper code for public key verification, the user must manually verify
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the code. Again, this holds the potential for unnoticed compromise of the key exchange
protocol by performing a MitM attack. Furthermore, we found the Dormi app contacts
a web server to obtain the relay server IP address; while the connection is TLS-secured,
the web server’s certificate is not correctly verified. This allows an attacker to perform an
unnoticed MitM attack, which may result in the redirection of relay server connections.

Security Issue #4—Weak Password Requirements (CWE-521): Although the Baby-
phone Mobile app offers optional end-to-end encryption of video streams, it does not
mandate the use of end-to-end encryption. In case the user does not set up end-to-end
encryption, anyone with access to the HTTPS server can view the monitoring stream.

We elaborated before that password protection in the BabyCam application does not
provide any security benefits in our threat model. However, we still consider waiving the
use of passwords in the default settings to be a security issue, as potential adversaries not
in a MitM position have to overcome the basic authentication mechanism to be able to
access the video footage.

Figure 7. BabyCam — unencrypted communication and weak password encoding. The asterisk
indicates that the app is allowed to accept cross-origin HTTP requests from all origins.

Based on our results, we evaluated the confidentiality of video footage transmissions
for each investigated baby monitoring app (see Table 11), categorizing the apps into three
categories depending on the identified security issues: the confidentiality of video footage
is fully ensured, the confidentiality may be compromised in certain circumstances, and the
confidentiality is not ensured.

Table 11. Confidentiality of Monitoring Streams.

App Confidentiality Security issues

Dormi Clear text transmission of sensitive information (CWE-319).
Channel accessible by non-endpoint (CWE-300).

BabyCam Clear text transmission of sensitive information (CWE-319).
Insufficiently protected credentials (CWE-522).
Channel accessible by non-endpoint (CWE-300).
Weak password requirements (CWE-521).

Saby -
Babyphone Mobile Weak password requirements (CWE-521).
: Appropriate security measures ensure confidentiality. : Confidentiality may be compromised under some

circumstances. : Confidentiality of the video footage is not guaranteed.

6. Discussion & Conclusions

Previous work has shown that mobile applications and various video surveillance
solutions show deficiencies in the security measures and privacy protections implemented.
Analyzing and reporting these weaknesses improves the security and privacy levels of
these solutions, e.g., by encouraging manufacturers to fix security weaknesses or informing
users about their use of insecure systems. Unfortunately, little work has been performed
investigating the security and privacy implications of applications built for video surveil-
lance utilizing mobile phones. Therefore, this study extends previous work in the field of
mobile app video surveillance by analyzing the security and privacy implications of the
usage of baby monitor apps.
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6.1. Security Issues and Their Impact on Video Confidentiality

Our security analysis covered threats to the privacy of the app users, mainly focusing
on identifying security issues threatening the confidentiality of monitoring video streams.
We reviewed utilized network security measures and performed an automated static code
analysis using the MobSF framework, supplemented by a manual code inspection of
the investigated app’s source code. The most impactful security issue was uncovered
during dynamic network analysis. The Babycam app does not encrypt video streams when
transferring video footage over the Internet. In contrast, all the other apps examined encrypt
video streams, ensuring that potential eavesdroppers cannot compromise confidentiality.
Using automated static analysis, we found no security issues directly threatening the
confidentiality of video streams. However, the usage of cryptographic primitives should be
improved, e.g., MD5 and SHA1 hash functions, as well as PKCBS5 padding, are long known
to be vulnerable. Furthermore, issues such as raw SQL queries and user-controlled code in
WebView implementations should be inspected and fixed to close potential attack vectors.
Our additional manual code review was valuable, as several security issues threatening the
users’ privacy could be identified. As Table 11 shows, we mainly identified security issues
in the establishment of secure channels, correct peer authentication, and authorization.
Although we focused on investigating the network security measures that protect sensitive
video streams, future work may explore different attack vectors. The proprietary Dormi
protocol may be susceptible to downgrade attacks, as legacy app versions that do not
use encryption are supported. Due to the proprietary nature of the protocol, flaws may
be revealed when fully reverse engineering the protocol. Furthermore, attacks on device
pairing that allow for session hijacking may be possible, particularly when there is no user
confirmation during the device pairing workflow.

6.2. Privacy Implications of Baby Monitor App Usage

As our security analysis has shown, the confidentiality of transmitted monitor video
streams may be compromised, which seriously threatens user privacy. On the contrary,
the privacy status of baby monitor apps appears to be overall acceptable. Each app offers a
privacy policy, although with differences in completeness and compliance. Interestingly,
our analysis of requested permissions indicated that permissions were used correctly,
with no excessive or suspicious use. However, a closer look at the privacy policies in
conjunction with the analysis of the data exchanged reveals several privacy leaks from baby
monitor apps. While the reasons are difficult to determine, we made two observations. First,
although it is a valid business model to exchange app features to display ads, identified
privacy leaks show that privacy policies do not sufficiently explain the transfer of personal
data to advertising partners. Second, the use of (cloud) services is often not sufficiently
mentioned in the respective privacy policies.

6.3. Recommendations for Developers

In Section 4, we identified shortcomings in the privacy policies of the apps considered
in this study, e.g., the lack of statements on the legal basis of collection and processing of
personal data. Recent studies have indicated that app developers are concerned about the
strictness of existing privacy regulations that lead to fewer app revenues [44,45], as well as
having to compromise when it comes to the use of tracking and advertising services [46].
Furthermore, studies reported that app developers seek help in developer forums on pri-
vacy topics primarily when required by legal obligations to understand privacy regulations
and communicate their concerns and questions about the collection of personal data or
privacy-sensitive permissions [45,47]. While the existing skill set of app developers could
lead to the implementation of privacy-friendly practices in apps, disclosing the apps’ com-
pliance with existing privacy regulations by writing a privacy policy is not an easy task
and requires knowledge about existing often complex and vast privacy regulations. To the
best of our knowledge, there exists no study on developers being asked to write a privacy
policy for their app, followed by an assessment of its correctness and compliance. A recent
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study proposed to facilitate the creation of compliant privacy policies for developers by
introducing a privacy policy generator [48] called PrivacyFlash Pro, which automatically
generates privacy policies based on static code analysis and questionnaires. Since a recent
study indicates that common privacy policy generators for mobile apps have shortcom-
ings in, e.g., detecting requested permissions [49], we suggest that app developers use
reviewed and tested privacy policy generators, such as PrivacyFlash Pro, but also verify
the completeness of the automatically generated privacy policy themselves.

Our security analysis has shown that there are mainly security issues with essential
security features, such as building secure channels, proper peer authentication, and au-
thorization. We suggest that developers follow a guide for secure product development
offered by the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) [50]. This would increase
the chances that the developed application would conform to generally accepted security
design best practices. Almost all security issues found could be solved by using secure
communication in combination with a secure default configuration and adherence to the
zero trust principle. Zero trust includes authentication and authorization mechanisms that
ensure that only authorized users can access sensitive data and resources.

6.4. Limitations

A relevant part of the presented results was obtained by intercepting and decrypting
protected network communication using a proxy. Since MitM attacks on properly secured
TLS connections result in connection errors due to failed certificate checks, we disabled
certificate checks for the privacy analysis part. We did so by patching app instances using
Objection, which alters the application. Alteration of the application may threaten the
validity of our investigation, as the behavior of the application may change in response. We
compared patched and non-patched monitoring sessions, and to the best of our knowledge,
no negative influence could be determined. Moreover, patching Android applications is a
widely used technique that has also been used in previous similar work [51].

A weak point of our methodology is the small sample size of only four Android
applications. However, published studies of niche applications with few alternatives
offered also used a sample of similar size [22], and therefore, we see the fact that all apps
have more than 500,000 downloads as a mitigating factor.

Since we did not attempt to reverse engineer encoded or obfuscated data transmissions,
we did not consider this data exchange in our evaluation. Therefore, we may have missed
registering privacy leaks in these circumstances.

6.5. Conclusions

In addition to offering information on network communication and security measures
of proprietary, and therefore, hard-to-assess video surveillance apps, we conducted a secu-
rity analysis of the network protocols used to monitor video transmission over the Internet,
as well as their implementation. For privacy analysis, we evaluated privacy policies and
investigated the transfer of personal data regarding privacy leaks. We examined the data
practices and compared them to the statements of the respective privacy policies. Although
we expected a high level of security and privacy protection due to the privacy-sensitive
domain of baby monitoring, this study discloses several security and privacy issues in
the most popular baby monitor apps on the Google Play Store. Consistent with previous
research results [7–9,11], the identified issues may be considered alarming, as there are
no essential security mechanisms in some of the mobile apps examined, threatening user
privacy. We responsibly disclosed the issues to the vendors and sent a complete report
of our findings to each company, waiting for responses to discuss possible fixes. When
evaluating the results of the related work and this study, it becomes evident that further
research is needed to improve the state of mobile app privacy. The broad applicability of
privacy and security assessments to a wide range of mobile applications would benefit
consumers and developers, thus improving the overall level of privacy protection. Future
research is required to develop automated security and privacy analysis tools that address
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the same issues as those examined during this study, focusing on scalability and ease of
integration. In the future, additional laborious tasks that currently hinder privacy analysis
should be automated, including interpreting encoded or obfuscated data transmissions
without the need to reverse engineer proprietary formats manually. We expect that investi-
gations that interpret these data will potentially uncover even more privacy leaks, making
any advances in this area fruitful for future studies.
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